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INTRODUCTION



DATA GROWTH



Bulk Update 
− Users can select multiple records from search results page and update one or more fields of 

the selected records.

Bulk Create References
− Users can select multiple records from search results page and create new reference 

records.

Bulk Delete
− Existing capability to delete records from a search results lists has also been expanded: 

users can now delete all records from a search results list, instead of only the records on a 
single page.

Bulk Inline Edit
− Users can select multiple records from a cross-reference grid in a record and inline edit all 

the selected records simultaneously.

BULK ACTIONS



BULK UPDATE



 Bulk Update is the ability to update multiple records in one go

 Fields Supported for Bulk Update
Text / Text Area
Date / Time
Numeric
Value Lists
Cross Reference
Related Record
User Groups
Record Permission

BULK UPDATE



ENABLE BULK UPDATE



BULK UPDATE IN ACTION



ENABLING A FIELD FOR BULK UPDATE



BULK CREATE 
REFERENCES



 Bulk create reference helps user to create reference records and associate 
records of choice from the target application.

 Bulk create reference also helps user to bucketize the number of referenced 
records to be created based on the field values of the records being associated 
from target application

BULK CREATE REFERENCES



ENABLE BULK CREATE



BULK CREATE IN ACTION



BULK CREATE POPUP



ENABLING CROSS REF FIELD FOR BULK CREATE 
REFERENCES



BULK DELETE



 Delete thousands of records in one go

BULK DELETE



BULK INLINE EDIT



 Users can select multiple records from a cross-reference grid in a record and inline edit all the 
selected records simultaneously.

BULK INLINE EDIT



ACCESS CONTROL –
ON DEMAND BULK ACTIONS



SCHEDULES



 Types of Schedule Actions:
− Bulk Update 
− Bulk Create Reference Content 

 Schedule Run Now 
 Schedule Run Details Report

SCHEDULES



MANAGE SCHEDULES



CREATE NEW SCHEDULE –
GENERAL INFORMATION AND NOTIFICATIONS



CREATE NEW SCHEDULE – RECURRENCES AND 
FILTERS



SCHEDULE BULK UPDATE ACTION



SCHEDULE BULK CREATE REFERENCE ACTION



SCHEDULE WITH MULTIPLE ACTIONS



ACCESS CONTROLS - SCHEDULES



DEMO



ACP CONFIGURATIONS



NOTIFICATIONS –
ON DEMAND AND SCHEDULE ACTIONS 



 Can bulk update fields be used in DDEs?
− A: Yes, bulk update can be enabled for fields used in DDEs too. But DDEs will not be honored just like datafeeds.

 For enabling inline edit you have to go into each field in Application builder and enable inline edit -
is it same for bulk operations?
− A: Yes, it is same as Inline Edit 

 If a user bulk updates a record, will the change history show the user that queued the update, or 
the Archer Service Account that was used by the async job?
− A: Yes, the job history shows the user that queued the update

 When configuring bulk update via ACP, and specifying max jobs, are those run through the Job 
Engine? Is this a new job type?
− A: Yes, there is a new job type

 What does the history log show for changes made through bulk update?
− A: History log will be updated. The behavior will be similar to updates through data feeds

 Is bulk update / bulk create supported for levelled apps?
− A: No, bulk update is supported only for standard application. Bulk create is supported for a reference that is 

restricted to a single level in a leveled application.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS



Q&A



THANK YOU
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